
1. A:\ALYsrs Qu.:'-.LIFYING EXAM, FA:;:.,L 2004 

Instructions: Clearly e:;:plain and justify :vom 2 .. n.swers. You may cite theorerr...s from the 
text, notes. or class as long as :hey are not \','hat the problem explicitly asks you to prove. 
You ma~· also use the results of prio:::- problems or p':ior pan:s of the same problem whsn 
sol'ving a problem - this is allowed even if you vvere unable to prove the previous results. 
l\fake sure to stat.e the results that you are usir1g and be sure to verify their h:vpotheses. Jdl 
problems have equal value. You are to do 7 out of the 8 problems. Please clearly indicate 
on the front of your exam which 7 if the 8 problems you want. me to grade. 

Notation: Let m denote Lebesgue measure on (JR., B2) where BiR is the Borel a - algeb::-a 
on R ~we 'Will ·write dx for dm (::), (f, g) for JR f (x) g (x) dx and B:-i.11 for the Borel a -
al r ' gebra on l-1, lj. 

1. Find, with justification, the values of following limits and integrals: 

(a) 

(b) 

too l- roc x 2 e-xtdx 'I dt 
Jo Jo 1 - x ~ 

(c) 

lim loo t-ix+nidx. 
n--+oc -oo 

2. Let g E L1 (R, m) be chosen so that ]JR g (x) dx = 3. Find, with justification, the following 

limit; 

lim r g (x) sin2 (nx) dx. 
1'1--+00 J JR 

3. Let f and g be two real L2 (JR, m) - functions. Show 

(1.1) lim r f (x) g (x - n) dx = 0. 
7l--+OO }JR 

Hint: First prove Eq. (1.1) holds if g E L 2 (R, m) is further assumed to have compact 

support. under this assumption, notice that the following identity holds for sufficiently 

large M, 

1 f (x) g (x - n) dx = 1 [f (x) l[-M,M] (x - n)] · g (x - n) dx 

= (/ (·) 1:-M,Mi (- - n), g (· - n)). 



4. Suppose Tn : )C ___, l r for TL E H is a sequence of bol'.llded linea: opernwrs be-'C-,veen 

t"wo Banach spaces, _)( and } -. Fur"Cher G2S~-:ie that lirr.:.n.-.x ~x exists for all :r E X. Shov,· 

T x := li11..:.11 _.oc T~,x defines a bounded linear operntor frolli .': to Y. 

5. Suppose that { vn} ~=l are complex measures and µ is a finite positive measure on a 

measurable space, ( X, .M) . F urthe:- let \ z,·n \ denot;es the w:al variation measure associated 

to I/71 • 

(a) If .I:~=l )i1
11 \ (X) < oc, then v := 2=:'=1 i·n is a complex measure. 

(b) If \vn (A)\ S µ(A.) and v (A.) := lim11 _,oc !In (A.) exists for all A. E .M, then u : .M _, C 

is a complex measure. 

6. Let .fn : JR--+ JR be a sequence of absolutely continuous functions such that f~ E L1(JR'.. m) 

and c := limn-+oc. f n(O) exists in JR.. Further assume there exists g E L1 (R, m) such that 

limn--= JIR )g(x) - f~(x)\dx = 0. 

(a) Show that f(x) := limr,~oo fn(x) exists for all x E JR. 

(b) Show that f is absolutely continuous and .f'(x) = g(x) form- a.e. x. 

Hint: As usual, integration can be used to prove theorems about differentiation. 

7. Let h E C ([-1, l], JR) be a one to one function and let Z denote the space of functions 

of the form p ( h) := 2-:~=l akh1
= for some n E N and ak E TIC.. Show Z is a dense subspace of 

L1 ([-1,1] ,B[-UJ,m). Note: if necessary, for partial credit, you may further assume that 

h is never zero. 

8. Let G : JR--+ IR be a bounded Borel measurable func:tion. Define fo (t) = 1 and fn 

[-1, 1] ~JR inductively by 

Show: 

(a) .f n are well defined and that Jn ~ C ( [ -1, 1] , JR) for all n. 

(b) The sequence {fn} ~=l has a uniformly convergent subsequence. 


